UNIT-IV

COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER

DATA BASE SYSTEM
4.1 File-Oriented Approach:
In the file-oriented approach of data processing, each department has its own files, which are
specifically designed for that department's applications. Figure 9,1 shows three departments—academics,
accounts, and library, Each of these departments maintains a file containing students' personal details in
addition to the file that is necessary for its own application, Therefore, each application has a separate
master file and its own set of personal files, The following are the various types of files maintained for
each application.

Transaction file: This is a temporary file in which the data to be processed is stored. Once the data
is processed, it is permanently stored in the master file. More specifically, the transaction file is used to
update the master file.
Master file: This file contains all the data relevant for an application. For example, in case or a payroll
application, the master file permanently stores the details of each employee (name, address, pay scale. etc.).
The transaction file calculates the current month’s salary of each employee and updates it in the master file
to maintain a permanent record.
Output file: when working with multiple programs for data processing, the output of one program may be
required as an input for another program. Therefore, the first program stores its output file which can then
be used by other programs.
Backup file: it is a copy of the file which the system keeps as a safety against loss of data because of
inadvertent deletion. The original file can be restored from the backup file.
Disadvantages of file-oriented:
Data redundancy: In a file-oriented approach, if a particular data is required by two different applications,
then it may be stored in two or more film.
Program or data dependency: A major drawback of the file-oriented approach of data processing is
that programs are dependent on the files and the files depend on the data Renee, if there is a change in the
physical format of a file, the corresponding program also has to be changed.
Lack of flexibility: Since data and programs are strongly interlinked, most information retrieval requests
would be predetermined. Users will be allowed to generate only certain types of reports and execute only a
limited number of queries. These systems are incapable of responding to unanticipated queries and
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investigative or trend analysis, which has now become mandatory for any business to survive in the competitive world.
Difficulty in accessing data File-oriented data processing does not allow a convenient and efficient
retrieval of the required data.
Data isolation: Since data is scattered in different files in distinct departments and stored in
different formats, writing new application programs to retrieve the appropriate data is difficult.
Data integrity issues: the data stored in the file must satisfy certain types of consistency
constrains. When constraints have to be added, it is difficult to change the programs to enforce
them. The problem is even more complex when constraints involve several data items from
different files.
Data atomicity Issues: In case of a failure, data must be restored to the correct state that existed
prior to the failure, It is difficult to accomplish this in a file-oriented system.
Security issues: Not every user should be able to access all the data For example, a librarian should
not be allowed to access the salary details of teachers, However, enforcing security constraints in a fileoriented system is difficult.
4.2 Data base-Oriented Approach:
A database is a collect ion of related data that is organized in a way that allows users to
easily access, update, and maintain the data. It stores non-redundant data that can be shared by different
application systems. By aria-redundant, we meat that only a single copy of a data exists in the
ent ire system Non-redundancy ensures data consistency. For example, consider a scenario in which
the complete details of a student exist in the files of three different departments—accounts department,
academies department, and library, Now, if in future the address of a student changes and he/she reports it
only to the academics department, then only that particular department will have the right data. This correct
data will be in conflict with the other copies of data present in the other departments. This is called
inconsistent data, which occurred due to redundancy of data (existence of the same data at multiple
locations). Figure 9.2 shows the database approach in which all the programs access a single copy of a data
in the database.

Besides storing the related data in an organized manner. A database also separates physical storage of data from
application programs that access it. this is called data independence. In case of data independence, the
programmer does not know the data is stored. These details are completely transparent to the users.
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4.3 Components of database system
An effective database system comprises four main components as follows

Data The most crucial component of a database is the data stored in it. Real-world applications demand the
storing and processing of a large amount of date, A database stores two types of data—user data and meta
date, User data contains data specific to a given user's applications. On the other hand, metadata stores data
about data it describes the structure of the database .
Hardware This consists of the secondary storage devices on which data is stored, the input and output
devices for receiving or providing data to users, and the processor and main memory for processing the data
in a fast and efficient manner.
Software This consists of the database management system (DBMS), which acts as a bridge between
the user and the database, The DBMS soft-were interacts with the user's application programs and database
to insert, update, delete, and retrieve data.
Users These are the people who access the data from the database to perform their primary business
responsibilities. Users may be clerical staff, managers, executives. and so on. Based on the job profile, they
are given either full or partial access to the database data, Database users (refer Figure 9.4) can be broadly
classified into the following categories:
Application programmers An application programmer writes application programs to access,
retrieve, update, delete, or add new data to the database, These programs tic written using a high-level
language, preferably SQL, which is a fourth-generation language.
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End-users: End-users use the application programs developed by the application programmers, They need
not know about the design, working, access mechanism, and other technical details of the database.
End-users may he further categorized into the following two groups:
Sophisticated end-users They write their own queries to access and process the data stored in the
database.
Unsophisticated end-users They interact with the system through an already--written application
program. They follow the instructions provided in the user interface to retrieve data from the database.
Database administrators Database administrators (DBAs) make strategic and policy decisions regarding the
data, they provide technical support for implementing these decisions and are responsible for overall
control of the system at the technical level.
System analysts System analysts play a major role in database design by writing the end-users
requirements in a technical requirements definition document after conducting a technical and
economical feasibility analysis of the identified requirements.
Advantages of data base approach












It reduces data redundancy because databases are shared tether than being used independently,
It minimizes data inconsistencies,
It maintains data integrity and quality,
Information about the stored data including its meaning and interpretation can be saved in the
data dictionary,
The DBMS software takes care of fundamental operations. Which results in reduced cost of
software development.
The data stored is secure, as a database includes security tools to control access.
It is easy to search data by using keywords.
Data can be shared among multiple branches of the same organization.
Data can be used to analyse trends such as which product is the most popular among customers.

Disadvantages of data base approach
Larger file size To support complex applications and functionalities, we require a DBMS software,
which is a large program that occupies a substantial amount of space on the disk as well as the
internal memory,
Increased complexity Large numbers of complicated functions make database processing a
complex process. To efficiently work with databases, users must learn a lot to exploit them to their
maximum potential.
Greater impact of failure In the database approach, several users share the same data, Thus, if the
system storing the data fails, then many users will be affected.
Difficulty in data recovery Recovering data in case of a catastrophe is not a trivial task. This is
because several users may be simultaneously trying to update data. If a system failure occurs, first the
data is restored to the prior state when it was last known to be correct, Then any updates to the data
since that time are redone. More the number of users involved in updating the data, higher the
complexity of updating the database.
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Application of data base system:
Database systems are widely used in almost all fields. Due- to their numerous advantages, database
systems have been successfully used thy the following applications:
 Databases are used for ticket reservation of flights and trains.
 Airlines and railways use database for displaying the route and schedule of flights and
trains.
 Financial institution (such as banks) use data base for managing the records of customers,
accounts, loans, and other transactions
 Banks and other financial institutions also use databases for recording credit card purchase for
generating monthly bills,
 Databases arc mud it schools and colleges to store information about students.
 Database is part of every organization, which uses it to maintain the records of all their
employees and their salaries, perks, and taxes and to generate salary cheques.
 In telecommunication. Industry, databases are used to store information about telephone
numbers. They are also used for storing the records of calls, generating monthly bills, and
so on.
 Online shopping websites and other business activities use databases to store the details of
products, customers, transactions and other payment details.
 The World Wide Web maintains enormous amount of textual and multimedia data in
database.
 Databases are used in online trading for storing information about the sales and purchases of
stocks and bonds.
4.4 Data base views:
A. DBMS is a collection of interrelated data and a set of programs that enable multiple users to
access, modify, share, and process data simultaneously. The main objective of a DBMS is to help
users to efficiently retrieve data from the database
The database approach enforces data abstraction in database systems by defining data views at
three levels—external view, logical view, and internal (or physical) view (Figure 9.5), These views
provide threefold benefit—first, they provide an abstract view of the data, second, they hide
complexity from the users, third, they simplify user interaction with the DBMS.
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Physical level this is lowest level of a abstraction that focuses on how data is actually stored
the physical arrangement and location of data in the direct access storage devices. It
describes low-level complex data structures in detail. Data base specialists use these details
to design efficient algorithms to access data and make efficient use of storage and processing
resources. The internal data representation is of no use to the end users as they are more
interested in using the information rather than in understanding the technical details of
physical storage.
Logical level The logical view describes two things- first, what data is stored in the database and
what are the relationships that exist among the data. It is the next higher level of abstraction and
focuses on ease of use, The users at this, usually the DBAs, are least interested in knowing about the
physical-level complexity used to implement the structures
External level Every user is concerned with a part of data in the database, External view is the
highest level of abstraction and is the sum of the users views. Depending on the application, the
DBMS supports multiple views of the external schema. The external level hides all complexities
to deal with the user's view of the database and exists only to simplify user interaction with the
system. Since all users and application programmers do not require the entire data stored in the
database. The interrelationship of these three levels of abstraction is given in Figure 9.6,

4.5 Three – schema architecture
A database schema is a layout of the database or is blueprint that outlines, the manner in which data
is stored in the data- base. It describes time structure of the database in a formal language DBMS.
Corresponding to the three levels of database schema. This is called a three-level schema
architecture or simply three-schema architecture. In three-tier architecture, the levels of schema are
as follows
Physical schema this describes the design of the database at the physical level. It incorporates
the lowest-level details that are hidden below the logical schema and describes the physical storage
structure of the database, The physical schema can be easily implemented without affecting the
application programs that use the data. This schema is managed by the operating system under the
direction of the DBMS.
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Logical schema This describes the database design at the logical level. The logical scheme is
often used by application developers and programmers to develop applications, it is considered
the most important schema in terms of its effect on application programs.
External schema The-external schema or the user views are given at the external level. It describes
the part of the database as per a users requirements and hides the rest of the database from that user.
In the three-schema architecture, each user group has its own external view. 'When a user or a user
group requests to generate a new external view, the DBMS transforms the request specified at the
external level into a request at the logical level and then into a request at the physical level. When a
user tries to access some data from the database, the data must be first extracted and then presented in a
format specified by the user. This process of transforming the requests and results between the three
levels of schema architecture is called mapping, The main advantage of the three-schema
architecture is that it ensures data independence. Data independence is the ability to modify the
database schema at one level without affecting or changing the schema at the other levels. This is
of two types: logical data independence and physical data independence.
Logical data independence is the ability to change the logical schema of the database without
affecting it external schemes or application programs. The logical schema may be changed due to any
of the following reasons:
Addition anew fields
 Deletion of existing field(s)
 Addition Of constraints
 Removal of constraints.
Physical data independence is the ability to change the internal schema without affecting the
logical or external schema. The internal or physical schema of the database may be changed due
to the following reasons:
 Creating additional access structure
 Changing the storage structure
 Adding or deleting indices


4.6 Database Models
A model is a representation of reality that depicts real-world objects and their associations. A
database model is therefore designed to provide the basic concepts and notations that enable
application programmers, database designers, and end-users to unambiguously and accurately
communicate their understanding of the organizational data. It basically describes three things—the
data, the relationships that exist between the data, and the constraints on that data, hence, the database
model comprises the following components:





A structural part, which specifies the rules for developing the database
A manipulative part, which defines the types of operations that can be performed on the data,
including those that change or access data or change the structure of the database
Integrity rules to ensure that the data is accurate
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The purpose of a database model is to represent data and make it understandable, Some commonly
used database models are discussed in this section
Hierarchical model:
The hierarchical data model organizes data in a tree structure. It forms a hierarchy of parent and
child data segments. At the top is the root data element and below it there are the subordinate
elements. Each of the subordinate elements may have its own subordinate elements. Thus, a tree can
have multiple levels. The data elements in the hierarchical, database have a parent—child relationship
in which a patent data element can have a child data elements but a child has only one parent, This
means there is a one-to-n mapping from the parent data element to the child data element, Figure 9,7
shows the hierarchical database of a college, which hems postgraduate as well as undergraduate
students.

A hierarchical database allows related records to be grouped together to Oulu a parent--child
relationship. The parent: data clement collects information that is common to all the child records of
the same group. Thin helps in reducing data redundancy in the database,
Advantage





Many applications, use hierarchical database, for example, census data organized by state, within
stair; by city, within city by zip code,
its features lay the foundation for other data models.
Since data access is quite predictable, data retrieval and update operations can be highly
optimized by the DBMS,

Disadvantages







It does not support flexible data access.
Since data can be accessed only by following the paths formed by the branches of the tree
structure, the database designer must determine all types of relationships among the data elements
and map them properly in it tree structure.
Its implementation is complicated,
It is difficult to manage.
It lacks structural independence.
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It lacks standards,
It is difficult to expand or modify the database, Any change in the structure requires substantial
redesigning efforts.

Network Model
The network model in e powerful yet complicated extension of the hierarchical database model.
The network model has the following features:
The data is represented by a collection of records,
 The relationships among data are represented by links,
 Each record of a particular record type represents a node.
However in the network model, the nodes are not linked to each other in any hierarchy, The
hierarchical model organizes data in a tree structure; the network model, on the other hand
organizes it in the form of graphics. Hence, in the network model a parent data element can have many
child data element can have many parent data dements, Thus; the network model Supports many-tomany relationships in data.


Figure 9,8 shows a network database in which Subjects is the root data element, It has child data
elements such as Data warehousing, data structures, Programming, Microprocessors, and
Networking, The child data elements have further child elements, which are the courses in which
the subjects are taught. According to the figure, Data structures is taught in BSc, B.Tech, and BCA,
The figure exhibits many-to-many relationships between the data elements, Note that M.Tech has no
parent data element, This means that none of the given subjects is taught in M.Tech
Advantages




It enables efficient and high-speed data retrieval.
It enables the database designer to incorporate more relationship types.
It provides easy data access.

Disadvantages
 The database created using this model has a complex structure.
 Database designers, administrators, and programmers must have a good knowledge of the internal
data structures to access the data. Therefore, the model is not very user friendly.
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It is difficult to modify the data base structure because any change will require the application
programs to be modified before they can access data.
 It is difficult to maintain all the links.
 The data base design can become very complex.


Relational Model:
The relational data model was developed by E.F.Codd in 1970. This model has no physical links
between the data elements as present in the hierarchical and network models. In the relational model, data
and the relationships that exist between the data are represented using tables. Also known as relations,
therefore, a table is a collection of data records where each record contains the same fields, The main
features of the relational data model are as follows.









A table consists of rows and columns,
Each row stores a record.
A record represents an entity.
Each row is unique.
Each column, also celled field, represents tin attribute of that entity.
Each field has a unique name,
A common attribute (and not physical links) is used to maintain a relationship between two tables.
The sequence of rows and columns is insignificant.

Figure 9.9 shows an example of a relational model consisting of two tables. The, first table stores
the roll number, name, phone number, and address of the students, The second table stores the roll
number, course, and year of admission. Note that these two tables have a common field—R.No.
Now if the query is In which course does Farhan; study?, then the first table will be searched to
obtain Farhan. the roll number. The roll number will then be used to search for the particular
record in the second table, That is, we are joining two tables based on a common attribute. The result
of this query would return BCA.
Advantages:
 Data model is simple to understand and use
 Data access is simpler than other models
 It is more programmer friendly and, therefore, more popular in both industrial and
academic worlds
 It provides flexible data organization
 Future enhancement to the database such as adding new table, row, field, and so on. Can
be easily done.
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Relational model is close to the intuitive or logical model of real-life applications.

Disadvantages:
Not all types of data can he represented using the relational data model, Some examples of such data
include multimedia, temporal, spatial, and unstructured data,
Object-Oriented Data Model:
The object-oriented paradigm can be applied to database technology to create an object-oriented data
model. Such a model is a logical organization of the real-world objects (entities), constraints on
them, and relationships among objects. The object-oriented database overcomes the short coming of
relational, hierarchical, and network data models, This model can even store unstructured data (e.g.,
images, audio, and video), which can be used in complex applications such as computer-aided design
(CAD), computer-aided engineering (CAE), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM..), computeraided software engineering (CASE), expert systems, and multimedia system. An object-oriented
data model supports the following object-oriented concepts:
Object A real-world entity is uniformly modeled as an object having a unique identification,
which is used to select the object to be retrieved,
Attributes and methods Every object has a set of values for the attributes and methods that
operate on the values of the object.
Message The methods of an object can be accessed or invoked from outside the object by
explicitly passing a message to it,
Class This is a set of all the objects that share the same attributes and methods, An object must
belong to only one class.
Inheritance A new class can be created from an existing class in such a way that the inherited
class inherits all the attributes and methods of the existing class and also may have additional
attributes and methods,
The main advantage of the object-oriented data model is that it supports the development of a
database application using an object-oriented programming language. This has made database
implementation more convenient and efficient.
4.7 Components of database management systems
DBMS is software that is used to manage an originations data. It enables its users to create a
database including its logical structure and constrains, manipulate the data, execute queries, and
generate reports (Figure 9.i 0). Besides users, the DBA works with the database through an
interface to administer monitors, manage, and take backup of the growing database
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DBMS engine The DBMS engine is the core service for creating tables and for storing,
processing, and securing data. It provides controlled access and speedy processing to meet the
time constraints of even very complex applications, The DBMS engine can be used to create
relational databases for online transaction processing or online analytical processing data, This
includes creating tables for storing data and database objects such as indexes, views, and stored
procedures for viewing, managing, and securing data,
Data dictionary In every database, certain amount of space is reserved for the data dictionary,
which stores information about the data stored in the database, It stores information about the
tables, schemas, views, indexes, functions; procedures, user permissions, user statistics, database
design information, database growth and performance statistics, and so on. The data dictionary can
be accessed to obtain information on any of these subjects.
Query processor The query processor accepts users queries and transforms them into a series of
low-level instructions. It accesses the data dictionary to find the structure of the relevant data and
uses this information to restructure the query and form an optimal plan to access the database, In
order to isolate the user's from the execution details, the query processor consists of three
modules—data definition language (DDL) interpreter, data manipulation language (DML)
compiler, and a query evaluation engine.
Report writer
A report generator is a program that creates a report in a prescribed format. It is an essential part of
the DBMS and utilizes that output query execution to display it in a format that is easy to
understand and interpret. Generally users specify the format of the fields, titles, headings of various fields and so on, which makes the data self-describing, Users can even ask the data to be
presented in the form of pie charts, bar charts, or other diagrams, In most of the DBMS available
today, commonly anticipated reports are already created and stored so that they are readily
available to the users (Figure 9.I I), Users may either select the report that best meets their
requirement or create a new report if none of the available reports are able to satisfy their need for
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information. In such a ease, the newly created report can be stored in the list of available reports to
be used in future.
DBMS is a complex software system, so it also contains some very important modules for data
definition and manipulation, data integrity, security', data recovery and concurrency control, and
optimization of performance optimization. These modules are explained here,
Data definition This module provides functions to define the structure of the data. These functions
written using the DDL. Enable DI3As to define and modify the record structure, data type of fields,
and integrity constraints to be satisfied before storing the data in each field. Only the DBA can define
the database and make changes to its definition when required, it is the responsibility of the .DDL
compiler component of the DBMS to process these schema definitions and store them in the data
dictionary. The data dictionary is referred to by every other component of the DBMS and therefore
cannot be updated by the database users.
Data manipulation After the data structure is defined, the data may be manipulated by adding,
deleting, and modifying records. The DBMS contains a data manipulation module that provides the
functions to perform these operations, These functions written using the DML, work well with
planned as well as unplanned data Manipulation needs, which are explained as follows
 Planned queries tire defined. in the application programs and contain certain DML
commands that are passed to the DML.
 Unplanned queries are sudden queries that are executed as and when required.
Data manipulation language is of two types
Non-procedural (also called high-level) DML enables users to easily and precisely specify
complex database operations. Users just have to specify what data is required and need not worry
about the details of how the data will be retrieved
 Procedural (also called low-level) DML, requires users to write a step-by-step procedure to
specify what data is required and low that data has to be accessed.
Data security and integrity This module provides functions to handle the security and integrity of
the data stored in the database, Application programmers can easily invoke these functions and
hence need not code them while writing application programs,
Concurrency and data recovery This module provides functions to enable multiple users to
simultaneously access the database. it also provides functions to recover data in case of system
failure.
Performance optimization This module provides a set of functions to optimize the performance of
users' queries. It formulates and evaluates different execution plans of a given query and then
selects the most efficient plan to be executed on the data base.


4.8 Retrieving data through queries:
Data base users can easily retrieve data from a database using the structured query language
(SQL). The Select statement of the SQL allows users to query or retrieve data from a table in the
data base. The query may retrieve data from one or more columns in the table.
Creating a database
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SQL syntax: create database database name;
Ex: create database EEE;
Creating a table
SQL syntax: create table table name
(
Column1 name datatype(size),
Column2 name datatype(size),
“
“
“
);
Ex: create table student(rollno int(10), name varchar(20), address varchar(20), phone no int(20);
Insert values in data base
SQL syntax: insert into tablename values(‘value1’,’value2’,value’--------------);
Ex: insert into student values(‘1’, ‘sssss’, ‘guntur’,’9999999999’);
Ex: create a student table in SQL
Create table student( Rollno int(10), Name varchar(20), Address varchar(20), Phone no int(20));
Insert into student values(‘1’,’anand’,’bank street’,’9999999999’);
Insert into student values(‘2’,’sri’,guntur’,’8888888888’);
Insert into student values(‘3’,’rajesh’,’nellore’,’7777777777’);
Insert into student values(‘4’,’ramu’,’vijayawada’,’6666666666’);
Insert into student values(‘5’,’pooja’,’old guntur’,’5555555555’);
Displaying table:
Select *from student;
Roll no
Name
1
Anand
2
Sri
3
Rajesh
4
Ramu
5
pooja

Address
Bank street
Guntur
Nellore
Vijayawada
Old guntur

Phone no
9999999999
8888888888
7777777777
6666666666
5555555555

To select the names of all the students, the following query can be executed on the data base.
Select name from student;
Output:
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Name
Anand
Sri
Rajesh
Ramu
pooja
To select the names and phone numbers of all the students, the following query can be executed
on the data base.
Name

Phone no

Anand

9999999999

Sri

8888888888

Rajesh

7777777777

Ramu

6666666666

pooja

5555555555

The SQL WHERE clause is used to specify a condition while fetching the data from a single
table or by joining with multiple tables. The WHERE clause is not only used in the SELECT
statement, but it is also used in the UPDATE, DELETE statement, etc.,
Syntax: select column_name(s) FROM table_name WHERE condition;
Ex: SELECT roll no, name, phone no, address from student WHERE roll no=5;
Roll no
5

Name
pooja

Address
Old guntur

Phone no
5555555555

The SQL DROP DATABASE statement is used to drop an existing database in SQL schema.
using this operation because by deleting an existing database would result in loss of complete
information stored in the database.
Syntax: DROP DATABASE DatabaseName;
The SQL UPDATE Query is used to modify the existing records in a table. You can use the
WHERE clause with the UPDATE query to update the selected rows, otherwise all the rows
would be affected.
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Syntax: UPDATE table_name
SET column1 = value1, column2 = value2...., columnN = valueN
WHERE [condition];
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Computer system and development:
The development of a computerized system goes through the following stages:





Investigation
Analysis
Design
Implementation

Investigation:
In this phase, the existing system is studied closely to discover the true nature of the problem
which led to the request for an investigation. At the same time the analyst can gain a better
understanding of the way the system operates.
This preliminary investigation may also reveal that a new system is not required the old one
could be modified to handle the problems which have arisen. This is called a feasibility study. If
a detailed investigation is recommended, we then gather as many ‘facts’ as possible about
current operating procedures and problems. The following are the main methods used in factfinding:
1. Study systems documentation: study any systems documentation which is available.
This normally includes a description of the system and the procedures which are
supposed to be used.
2. Conduct interviews: conduct interviews with people who use, or have knowledge of, the
current system .this will enable the analyst to hear from the people concerned how the
system is actually being used as opposed to how the system is supposed to be used.
3. Questionnaires: send out questionnaires to selected individuals (called respondents).
This will be done if the organization is large (too many people to interview), and if the
same information is needed from all respondents. This is also a relatively cheap method
of giving each employee a chance to have some say in the development of a new system.
This may help to break down resistance to the impending change.
4. Observe the system in operation: this gives the analyst a chance to obtain data firsthand. It enables her to verify whether the data obtained from interviews or questionnaires
is consistent with what she sees. From this, she can determine which employees can give
her reliable information. She can also check whether procedures are being followed a
given in the systems documentation.
5. Automatic methods: the previous method involved the physical presence of an observer
to obtain data. However, in many cases, data which normally obtained by personal
observation can be obtained by automatic devices.
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Analysis:
After all the facts concerning the current system have been obtained, they are organized in some
systematic manner so that they can be analysed. This leads to a thorough understanding of the
current system.
Some tools of analysis
The process of analysis is made easier by the use of several tools. Among the more important
are:
1. Data flow diagrams
2. Data dictionary
3. Structured English
4. Decision table
5. Decision tree
1. Data Flow Diagrams:
A data flow diagrams (DFD) is used to model the flow and transformation of data through the
system. It also shows the relationships between the data and external entities such as people and
organization outside the system.
A DFD is constructed from four basic symbols
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1. The external entity, the customer, supplies the data to the ‘prepare bill’ process. the
output of this process is bill. The bill is then used as input to the ‘update master’
process.
2. A DFD does not show flow of control. It only shows the flow of data
3. A DFD is a representation of a situation from the point of view of the data.
2. Data Dictionary:
A data dictionary contains the names of all the data items used in the system, together with exact
and complete definitions of each term. This is essential if terms are to be used consistently and
unambiguously by the various people who deal with the system.
3. Structured English (pseudo code)
Use of pseudo code for specifying an algorithm. When the time comes to specify the details of a
given process, such as ‘update master’, say, structured English enables us to specify these details
in an easily understood manner. We can also use structured English to specify the order in which
certain operations are performed.
4.Decision table:
A decision table allows an analyst to set out in a clear way what could be a confusing situation. It
consists of three parts.
a) Conditions
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b) Actions
c) rules
5. Decision tree:
A decision tree is yet another way of presenting a potentially confusing situation in a clear,
concise and unambiguous manner.

In some situations, a decision tree may give information more readily than a decision table. For
example, we can see at a glance that the discount 10% and 15% apply to members, whereas 0%
and 7% apply to non-members.
Design:
The design of a computerized information system can be divided into four main areas:
a.
b.
c.
d.

output design
input design
files design
system processing and general program design.

In many cases, design is an iterative process. That is, we start with general ideas about what is
required, and, on each iteration we include more details.
For example , the design of the re-order report for Bookworm Inc . might the following
iterations:
Iteration 1: List those books which need to be re-ordered.
Iteration 2: The listing should contain the Book Number, Title, Author, Distributor, Quantity to
be Ordered the Cost of the order.
Iteration 3: The exact layout of the report is specified, for instance, in which columns would the
various items of data be printed, and under what headings.
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A. Output design
The most important thing about any system is what it produces. A system is judged to be a
success or a failure depending on whether its products are useful or not. So it is critical that we
first specify what is required from the system. Once this has been done, we can then concentrate
on what is required to produce this output. In order to agree on what results are to be produced
by the system, the analyst works closely with users, ensuring that she understands exactly what
is required.
One decision which needs to be made is which medium to use for a particular output. The
main media available are:
1. Print, used for reports and for a permanent listing of the contents of files.
2. Video display, used for temporary output, usually responses to queries,
3. Magnetic storage (tape or disk), used for storing files of data. These files are normally
used for output as well as input.
4. Microfilm, used when large volumes of data need to be stored for a long period of time.
Where output is sent can be divided into two broad groups - internal and external
Internal usage refers to use by employees within the organization, whereas external output is
destined for people outside the organization. The main requirement of an internal document is
that it contains the necessary information for it to be useful. There is no need for fancy
formats or top-quality printing or even high-quality paper. As long as the information is
presented in a readable format, the most important criterion has been satisfied.
External documents, on the other hand, can play an important role in determining the public
image of a company. Thus the emphasis here is on presentation as well as usefulness. For
instance, more use can be made of spacing to make the document more attractive; but note that
this now means that less information can be put on a given page, so the cost is greater. Letterquality printing or expensive paper may be a good idea.
B. Input design:
Once the outputs have been decided upon, the analyst must determine what inputs are needed to
produce these outputs. The sources of the input data must first be identified. The next step is to
decide how the data would be ‘captured’, one way would be to fill in the data on forms. The next
step is to convert the data into machine-readable form; this is usually called data entry. The final
step is for a computer program to read this data into memory in order to process it; this last step
is called data input.
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Once the input data has been decided, the next step is to design the source document and screen
layouts to be used in getting the data into the computer. The format of the input record must also
designed. The input record is the record which would be created on a disk file, say, and which
would later be processed by the computer.
File Design:
After the outputs and inputs have been designed, the analyst must decide how data will be stored
and how that data will be accessed- the files must be designed. The basic problems to be solved
are:



Where (on what medium) will the data be stored?
How will the data be organized to provide support for the applications needed?

The two problems are related. If the medium available is magnetic tape or cassette tape, then the
data will have to be organized in sequential way. However , if disk storage is available, then we
can choose between sequential and direct access to records.
Types of access:
Serial Access: Records are accessed in the order in which they have been stored. For example,
figure 13.12 shows the order in which the records (each consisting of Book number and Quantity
Sold) were entered in a file. Then serial access to these records would produce the records in key
sequence 1050, 1010, 1120, etc.
Sequential Access: Records are accessed in ascending (or descending) key sequence. If the
records have been stored in ascending key sequence, then serial access to the records give the
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records in ascending key sequence. Fig:13.13 shows the same file as Fig:13.12, but with the
records in ascending key sequence.
Now serial access to the records gives them in key sequence 1010, 1050, 1060 etc., that is, in
sequential order.

Direct Access:
Records are accessed without regard to the order in which they are stored. Two commonly used
schemes for direct access are:
(1) Given the key of a record, the address where the record is stored can be found. The
record can then be accessed without having to access those records which come before it.
(2) Given the relative position of the record in the file, the address of this record can be
worked out. This record can then be read the first 60 records.
Sequential file organization:
A sequential file contains records which are organized by sequence only. Magnetic tape is the
most commonly used medium for storing a sequential file, but magnetic disk can also be used.
Records must be retrieved in the order in which they are stored on the tape, that is, only serial
access is possible. However, if the records are stored in key sequence, then sequential access is
possible.
Manipulation of sequential files:
There are two features of magnetic tape which affect the manipulation of data on tape:
1. It is not possible to read a record, possibly make changes, and write it back to the same
position on the tape.
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2. It is not possible to insert a record between two existing records on the tape, unless a new tape
is created.
For these reasons, updating a sequential file (insertions, deletions or changes) always results in
the creation of a new file. Assume that the file to be updated is called the master file and the file
containing the changes is called the transaction file. If both files are sorted in key sequence, then
the master file can be updated by one pass through each file, resulting in the creation of a new
master file. The original master file and the transaction file remain unchanged.
Updating the master file:
In order to illustrate the processing involved in updating a sequential master file, consider a
master file with the following Book Numbers and Quantity in stock

We will discuss the updating process in three stages:
1. Change to Record already on the master file.
2. Addition of new records to the master file.
3. Deletion of records from the master file.
Direct access files organization:
A direct access file contains records which are organized on the basis of the key of the record.
The key is used to determine where the record is stored. Thus, given the key, the record can be
found; the record can then be accessed without regard to the locations of other records. A direct
access file must be stored on a medium which allows records to be read in any order, that is, on
direct access devices. By far the most widely used medium for direct access files is magnetic
disk.
Let us assume that we have a file with 10 records position available. Fig: 13.14(a) shows these
available positions. Given record, out problem is to determine in which position to place this
record. We do this using the key, K, of the record as follows:
1. Apply a calculation to K to produce a number, N, from 1 to 10.
2. If position N is available, the record is stored there.
3. If position N is occupied (by some other record), we look at the next location to see if it is
available. If not, we look at the next one, and so on.
If we get to location 10 and that is occupied, we assume that the ‘next’ location is 1.
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Suppose we had seven records to store and their keys were as follows:
44, 21, 56, 68, 72, 84, 36
The calculation we will use is:
N = ( K mod 10) + 1 where ‘K mod 10’ denotes the remainder when K is divided by 10








Where K=44, the value we get for N is 5. Position 5 is available, so the record with key
44 is stored there.
Where K=21, N =2. Position 2 is available, so the record with key 21 is stored there.
Where K=56, N =7. Position 7 is available, so the record with key 56 is stored there.
Where K=68, N =9. Position 9 is available, so the record with key 68 is stored there
Where K=72, N =3. Position 3 is available, so the record with key 72 is stored there
Where K=84, N =5. Position 5 is occupied, so we look at the next location, that is,
location 6. Position 6 is available, so the record with key 84 is stored there.
Where K=36, N=7. Position 7 is occupied, but the next one (8) is available. Therefore the
record with key 36 is stored in position 8.

Fig: 13.14 (b) shows the keys inserted the in the file.
1

1

2

21

2

3

72

3
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4

4

5

44

5

6

84

6

7

56

7

8

36

8

9

68

9

10

10

System Processing and General Program Design:
After the outputs, inputs and files have been designed, the analyst must decide how the various
parts of the system will interact with one another to produce the outputs from the inputs, using
the appropriate files. For example, she must decide what data is to be edited or sorted, and
where in the overall processing cycle it fits in; she must decide what files to update, how to
perform the update and what to do with the resulting files. The processing of data through the
system is done via people and programs. The computer programs required for the system
must be determined. For each program, the analyst must specify what is accomplished by it. It is
not necessary, at this stage, to specify the detailed logic of each program. Rather, the
emphasis should be on the general features of a program — what is its purpose and what are
its inputs and outputs. The relationships between programs should also be specified, for
instance, which programs are called by program Y, and what information they are supposed to
return to Y.
A widely used tool for specifying systems processing is the systems flowchart. Standard
symbols are used to depict the processing required by the system — that is, all input and output
operations, the processing of files and the order in which each is performed. The flowchart
also shows the input, output and file media to be used. The more commonly used symbols are
shown in Figure 13.16, and
Figure 13.17 shows the part of the systems flowchart dealing with the updating of the master
book file from purchases for Bookworm Inc. (see overleaf).
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Presentation to Management and Users:
The end of the design phase of a system development project is an important milestone. At this
point, we have to decide whether the newly designed system should be implemented. It is a
critical decision because implementation will require much more of the company resources (such
time, personnel and money) than any of the previous phases.
Before approval is given to proceed with implementation, the users will have to agree that the
system will meet their requirements. For instance, they will need to say whether the reports, as
designed, are what they want. For given report, the relevant user must approve its contents as
well as format in which it is presented.
In making her presentation, the analyst should use the following guidelines:
1. Review the new system.
2. Give an estimate of the costs of implementing the new system. Estimates should include:
a. The number of people required, for example programmers, and data-entry operators;
b. The cost of hardware to be bought.
c. The cost of running the system after it has been implemented; cost items include
personnel, supplies (paper, tapes, disks, printer ribbons, etc) and maintenance of
equipment.
3. Give a projected time schedule for completing the various activities involved in
implementation.
4. Compare the cost of implementing and operating the new system with the cost of the
existing system. These costs are then balanced against the benefits to be derived from the
new system.
5. If appropriate, briefly describe alternatives and make a recommendation as to what she
feels is the best course of action.
Implementation:
The implementation process runs from the point when the systems design has been formally
approved to the point when the new system is in place, ready to be used. A decision could have
been made to acquire a commercial software package for implementing the system.
The following are the major activities which comprise the implementation process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop detailed programming specifications.
Develop test specification and test data.
Write computer programs.
Test computer programs
User training.
System testing.
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7. File conversion.
8. Changeover(or cutover) to new system.
Develop detailed programming specifications: in this activity, the internal logic of the various
modules is developed. Algorithms are specified in enough details for the computer programs to
be written directly from them.
Develop test specification and test data: The analyst decides how program testing should be
done, for instance, which modules should be tested first. She may also point out specific areas
where testing should be especially stringent. The development of test data should begin when
detailed program logic is being written. At this time, the programmer can decide which data
would test certain parts of the code. The test data should be developed by an independent
programmer for testing a given module.
Write computer programs: The analyst chooses an appropriate programming language for
writing the program. This depends on the type of processing involved. Most business systems are
written in cobol, but other languages like PL/ 1 , Fortran and, more recently, pascal, can be used
as well. A trend in recent times is the use of programs generation software for writing program.
Test computer programs: This activity can determine, to a large extent, whether or not
implementation would be completed on time. For it is here that we can judge whether the
system is producing the results it was designed to produce. 'Testing' can be a testing time for
everyone concerned. Errors in design or logic show up at this point.
Programs are individually tested using the test data developed in the previous activity above. If
there are unforeseen problems, some new test data might be needed. No program should be
allowed to go on to the next testing stage unless the programmer and analyst are fully
confident that it has been properly tested and has passed those tests.
User training: While computer programs are being developed and tested, the analyst will start
familiarizing users with the procedures to be used in the new system. The data-entry operators
must be trained to enter data from the source documents. They must learn the procedures
for correcting errors. The employees must be told what to do with the outputs produced by
the system which person receives which report, what to do with updated and original files, etc
System testing: After the computer programs have been written and tested, and users have been
trained to use the system , a full 'systems test' can take place. All aspects of the system are
tested, from preparation of source documents to the distribution of output. This is a good time
also to test whether the user manuals are good enough to guide employees in the use of the
system. The test will help to determine if user departments are preparing data properly for use in
the system, and whether the data flow through the system is smooth enough.
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When systems testing is finished (assuming all goes well), the analyst can demonstrate to the
management and users exactly what the system is producing, and what effort is required by all
concerned to produce these results. She will then seek final approval for the system to be put
into production
File conversion: File conversion is the process of converting data from the old system into the
format needed by the new system
Example: a manual accounts-receivable system contains, among other things, the balances
owed by customers. However, during the conversion process, these balances may change.
The analyst will therefore have to say exactly how the data is to be transferred to the new
files if correct balances are to be maintained. One way of doing this is as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Create the master file using the balances as at the end of the month, say, or any other
date that is convenient.
Transaction data after that date is used to update both the old files as well as the new
ones.
Continue this process until the new system is ready to go 'on stream'.

Changeover to new system: A new system was developed so that it could be used to improve
the efficiency of company operations. Therefore, the new system has to replace the existing
one. But transition from old to new is not always an easy process, and there's usually a price
to pay.
There remains the decision of what method to use to make the changeover from old to new.
One of the following three methods is normally used.
a. Abrupt (or direct) changeover
b. Partial changeover
c. Parallel operations or prior to changeover
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